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QUESTION 1

Upon checking the latency goal under vSAN performance diagnostics, the vSAN Administrator sees this 

message displayed: 

The increase in latency in the vSAN stack might be beyond expected limits. 

Which two root causes can be identified to help remediate the issue? (Choose two.) 

A. vSAN VMKemel portgroup is configured with the “Route based on IP hash” teaming policy 

B. vSAN encryption is enabled 

C. Large packet losses and retransmissions on the network layer 

D. Incorrect sizing of the disk groups capacity disks 

E. One or more disk groups are congested 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2150018 

 

QUESTION 2

A 4-node vSAN cluster is configured with an erasure coding storage policy. The Ensure Accessibility maintenance mode
was selected. While performing the maintenance, a second node fails. 

What will be the impact on the vSAN cluster? 

A. There will be no impact on performance. 

B. The VMs will no longer be accessible. 

C. The performance will be degraded. 

D. The VMs will be in a suspended state. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.7/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID521EA4BC-
E411-47D4-899A-5E0264469866.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A company hosts a vSAN 7 stretched cluster for all development workloads. The original sizing of a maximum of 250
concurrent workloads in the vSAN cluster is no longer sufficient and needs to increase to at least 500 concurrent
workloads within the next six months. 

To meet this demand, the original 8-node (4-4-1) cluster has recently been expanded to 16 nodes (8-8-1). 
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Which three additional steps should the administrator take to support the current growth plans while minimizing the
amount of resources required at the witness site? (Choose three.) 

A. Add the new vSAN witness appliance to vCenter Server. 

B. Deploy a new large vSAN witness appliance at the witness site. 

C. Configure the vSAN stretched cluster to use the new vSAN witness. 

D. Deploy a new extra large vSAN witness appliance at the witness site. 

E. Upgrade the vSAN stretched cluster to vSAN 7.0 U1. 

F. Configure the new vSAN witness as a shared witness appliance. 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator is tasked with preparing for a Cross vCenter migration in a stretched vSAN cluster where the virtual
machines migration will be orchestrated via VMware Site Recovery Manager. 

Which action should the administrator take so the migration is successful? 

A. Disable vSAN Deduplication and Compression 

B. Reconfigure vCenter HA Admission control 

C. Enable vCenter Single Sign-On Enhanced Linked Mode 

D. Make sure that Witness traffic is on the management NIC. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/Site-Recovery-
Manager/8.4/com.vmware.srm.admin.doc/GUIDB64096E8-F49A-4BF6-92CE-05FBA972F3C0.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A cache disk failure marked a vSAN disk group as failed, and the data is being rebuilt on other disk groups. 

Which action should the vSAN administrator take to reduce the negative impact on the VMs? 

A. Enabling Resync Throttling 

B. Enabling Maintenance mode with no data evacuation 

C. Enabling automatic rebalance 

D. Setting the vSAN policy\\'s IOPS limit for object value to 0 (unlimited) 
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Correct Answer: A 
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